Monitoring waiting time at WB internal borders (January - February 2021)

Since the Joint proposal prepared by TCT Permanent Secretariat and CEFTA Secretariat to facilitate the transport and trade of essential goods within the Western Balkans, we have been monitoring the waiting times at the borders in close cooperation with the respective authorities.

Daily monitoring has shown no major jams at Western Balkans internal borders during the past 2 months. During February 2021, the waiting times across the region have remained almost at the level of January 2020 times. Significant increase of waiting times has been noticed on Sremska Raca/Raca, on the inbound direction (+15 min).

1. WB6 Internal borders – Average Monthly Waiting Times (January 2021)
2. **WB6 Internal borders – Average Monthly Waiting Times (January vs. February 2021)**
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3. **WB6 Internal borders – Inbound/Outbound waiting times distribution range (January, February 2021)**
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